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1 Introduction1

Monte Carlo methods form the bedrock upon which significant sections of probabilistic machine2

learning and computational statistics rest. An important Monte Carlo technique which forms the basis3

for many others is importance sampling (IS). Let π(x) = f(x)/Z be a target density which can be4

evaluated pointwise up to an unknown normalising constant Z, and let q(x) be a proposal distribution5

from which samples can be drawn and which can be evaluated pointwise. IS works by drawing a6

sequence of samples x1, x2, . . . from the proposal q(x), and using these to estimate both Z and target7

statistics Eπ[φ(x)] for some test function φ(x). Let w(xt) = f(xt)/q(xt) be the importance weight8

of xt. Then,9

Z =

∫
f(x)dx = Eq[w(X)] ≈ 1

T

T∑
t=1

w(xt),

Eπ[φ(x)] =
∫
f(x)φ(x)dx∫
f(x)dx

=
Eq[w(X)φ(X)]

Eq[w(X)]
≈
∑T
t=1 w(xt)φ(xt)∑T

t=1 w(xt)
. (1)

Note that the estimate for Z is unbiased, but that for the target statistics is biased but consistent.10

The efficiency of IS is governed by the choice of proposal q(x), with the intuition that the closer q is11

to π the better. Adaptive IS (AdaIS) techniques [1, 2, 3, 4] attempt to improve the efficiency of IS by12

adapting the proposal to be closer to the target, producing a sequence of proposals q1, q2, . . .. The13

IS estimates (1) still apply with q(xt) replaced by qt(xt). The basic idea is that previous samples14

xs along with evalutions f(xs) give information about the distribution of probability masses in the15

target, and the proposal should place more mass where the target has more mass.16

Viewed in this way, AdaIS is in effect an online learning problem, that of learning the target density π17

through a sequence of queries of it. As opposed to the typical setup of density estimation where each18

query is an iid sample from the target, here each query involves drawing a sample xt from the current19

proposal qt, and evaluating f(xt), the target density up to an unknown normalising constant. At each20

iteration, the proposal qt is both our current estimate of the target, as well as our tool for querying the21

target.22

Note that this exposes a trade off between exploration and exploitation. We would like our proposal23

qt to be as close as possible to the target, so that our IS estimate is as good as possible (exploit).24

At the same time, qt directs where queries of the target are made, and probability mass needs to be25

spread over the sample space where we have high uncertainty of the target so that we may query and26

reduce our uncertainty to improve our estimate of the target for the future (explore).27

2 A Bandits Approach to Adaptive Important Sampling28

In this paper we take the first steps towards developing an AdaIS method which optimally trades off29

exploration versus exploitation. Methods which address the exploration-exploitation trade off has30

been well-studied in online learning, most successfully under the banner of bandit algorithms [5],31
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with the Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) methods [6] and Thompson sampling methods [7] being32

popular approaches. In (basic) UCB, a finite number of arms are present, and at each iteration an arm33

is chosen to be pulled, which then returns a random reward. The aim to maximise rewards in the long34

run, by finding the arm with highest average reward. UCB operates by maintaining an estimate of the35

average reward for each arm, and arms are picked according to the estimates plus optimism boosts36

which are larger for arms where our estimates are less certain to encourage exploration. [6] showed37

that UCB optimally trades-off exploration and exploitation by showing that the cumulative regret38

(relative to an oracle which knows which arm is optimal) grows logarithmically in the number of39

iterations, which is the best growth rate achievable [8].40

In this section we will develop an AdaIS method which has a similar flavour to UCB. We assume41

that we have a partition of our sample space into K disjoint subsets (corresponding to bandit arms),42

and that we have a tractable base distribution ga(x) for each subset indexed by a ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. We43

consider proposal distributions of the form44

qt(x) =

K∑
a=1

qatga(x) (2)

where
∑
a qat = 1 and the probability masses qat of the subsets are to be adapted in the scheme. In45

the next section we will extend the approach to a hierarchical partition of the sample space, where46

subsets are recursively split where necessary.47

A measure of the (in)efficiency of the proposals qt is also required so that we can define what makes48

an optimal proposal among the class above, and the regret of using a proposal relative to the optimal.49

We will use the KL divergence KL(π‖qt) as this measure, which has been shown by Chatterjee and50

Diaconis [9] to be the correct measure of the inefficiency of an IS with proposal qt. For proposals as51

given by (2), this is,52

KL(π‖qt) =
∑
a

∫
Xa

π(x) log
π(x)

ga(x)
dx−

∑
a

πa log qat (3)

where πa =
∫
Xa
π(x)dx = Za/Z is the target probability mass of subset Xa and Za is the corre-53

sponding subset partition function. The optimal parameters qat are seen to be q∗a = πa, and the regret54

R(qt) of proposal qt is,55

R(qt) = KL(π‖qt)− KL(π‖q∗) =
∑
a

πa log
πa
qat

, (4)

which is just the KL divergence between the two finite vectors of probability masses.56

At iteration t, a query of the target starts with a sample xt from qt, which involves first picking a57

subset At according to the probability masses qat, then drawing a sample xt ∈ XAt
from gAt

(x).58

This then informs our knowledge of the target probability mass of subset XAt
. For each subset a we59

have πa = Za/
∑
b Zb where60

Za =

∫
Xa

f(x)dx = Ega
[
f(x)

ga(x)

]
. (5)

And so, if At = a, the importance weight Yat := f(xt)/ga(xt) of the proposal ga(x) for subset a61

gives an unbiased estimate of Za.62

Naively, for the next iteration we can now estimate each Za using63

Ẑa,t+1 :=

∑
l≤t:Al=a

Yal

Na,t+1
(6)

where Na,t+1 = #{l : l ≤ t, Al = a} is the number of times subset a has been chosen up to time64

t, and use the estimate qa,t+1 = Ẑa,t+1/
∑
b Ẑb,t+1. A problem with this naive scheme is that if65

by chance our estimate Ẑat for some subset a is too small, the resulting low estimated proposal66

probablity will result in low probability for the subset to be picked in future, and hence the bad67

estimate may not be corrected. This is a symptom of under-exploration. As in UCB, we will consider68

encouraging exploration by using an optimism boost:69

qa,t+1 =
Ẑa,t+1 + σa,t+1∑K

a=1(Ẑa,t+1 + σa,t+1)
(7)
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where σat should be decreasing with Nat but grows with t. The intuition is that if we have not70

explored the subset a sufficiently, σat is relatively large, which compensates and boosts qat, allowing71

us to have higher chance to explore subset a and correct the under estimate. The growth with t is to72

ensure sufficient exploration of all subsets over time.73

Note that the estimate Ẑa,t+1 above is in fact biased, since Na,t+1 is random and correlated with74

previous values of Yal for l ≤ t1. If it were unbiased, it is possible to bound the regret (4) by using75

concentration inequalities to bound the probability of large deviations. It is our ongoing work to fix76

this.77

We demonstrate our method on a simple problem, and empirically evaluate a number forms of78

the optimism boost. Our sample space is the unit interval [0, 1], and we partitioned it evenly into79

100 subintervals. We picked the target density π(x) and the subproposals ga(x) such that Yat has80

distribution 2aBernoulli(1/100)/101 for interval a = {1, . . . , 100}. We made this choice so that81

Yat has a large but controllable variance, so that the resulting problem of adaptation is hard enough82

for exploration to be important. Figure 1a shows that our algorithm is able to adapt the proposals83

so that they converge to the optimum by balancing between exploitation and exploration well. Note84

that low probability intervals have their mass over-estimated by the proposal due to exploration. We85

compare the cumulative regret for different forms of optimism boosts σat in Figure 1b. For each86

form we have optimised over a constant multiplier to minimise cumulative regret. We observe that87

optimism boosts with an inverse relationship with Nat and slow growth with t work well, and seem88

to achieve sublinear cumulative regret.89

(a) Target and proposal probabilities at final
iteration, for optimism boost log(t)/

√
Nat.

(b) Cumulative regrets as functions of itera-
tion.

Figure 1: Results for our AdaIS method, with 100 subsets, averaged over 10 runs.

3 Hierarchical Partition90

Instead of fixing the number of partitions of the sample space to be K, we extend the approach91

to a binary hierarchical partition of the sample space using the Polyá tree idea from Bayesian92

nonparametrics [10][11] and the UCT algorithm[12]. The idea is that the subsets are recursively split93

when the relative masses are high in the subset, enabling a finer partioning over the sample space94

which has higher density. We now explain in detail of how the algorithm works.95

For simplicity, consider the sample spaceX to be the interval [0, 1], the idea is to conduct a hierarchical96

binary partition where the interval is recursively evenly split into left or right subspace, inducing a97

tree structure. At each iteration, sampling from the root X down the tree according to the probability98

of going left or right at each node, which are computed using samples already drawn, until a leaf99

(a subspace) is visited. Draw a new sample in that subspace with a default proposal (e.g. uniform),100

and keep track of whether the new sample falls into the left or the right of the leaf node, as well as101

its importance weights. Relevant statistics are then updated along the path to the root to update the102

sequence of probabilities of going left/right. Now one can decide whether to further partition the103

leaf node according to some splitting criterion. For example, when the tree reaches some truncation104

level, i.e., the depth of the tree is fixed; or more intuitively, we partition the leaf node further when it105

reduces the KL-divergence without compromising too much computational costs[9].106

1We thank Tom Rainforth for pointing this out to us.
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We demonstrate the algorithm on a simple example, consider the target density to be π(x) ∝107

exp(10(x − 1))1x∈(0,1), and we set the truncation level to be 10. The result can be seen in figure108

2. It can be seen that more intervals have been partitioned over higher mass regions, and the109

algorithm is able to adapt the proposal distributions according to the relative masses it has already110

obtained. We also applied the algorithm to the classic 2D banana shaped problem, with density111

f(x1, x2) ∝ exp{−0.5(0.03x21 + (x2 + 0.03(x21 − 100))2)}, where we used the KL-divergence112

splitting criterion. It can be seen from figure 3 that we successfully recover the density within113

100, 000 samples, and the the region with low density does not get splitted whereas the region with114

high density has finer grid for more accurate estimates. Moreover, the region with high density stops115

splitting infinitely to balance with the computational expense.116

4 Conclusion117

In this work, we have addressed the issue of exploration-exploitation in adaptive importance sampling,118

and proposed a novel approach through the lens of multi-armed bandit problems, borrowing the ideas119

of upper confidence bounds. We extend our method to the hierarchical case, where the sample space120

is recursively split in high density regions, and demonstrated experimentally that our method gives121

promising performance with little computational costs. In ongoing work we are investigating unbiased122

estimates of Za and a finite-time theoretical analysis to understand the growth of the cumulative123

regret. So far as we know, the concept of trading off exploration versus exploitation has not been124

widely considered in adaptive Monte Carlo, except for [13][14]. [13] considers a number of Monte125

Carlo estimates, where the idea is to pick the one with lowest variance with the goal of picking the126

optimal estimate as much as possible. [14] connsiders the problem of stratified sampling, where each127

strata is viewed as an arm and the mean in each strata is estimated. Both cases are closer to the bandit128

problem setting whereas our importance sampelr does not choose the arm but learns a distribution129

over arms instead.130

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Results using the hierarchical algorithm: target and proposal density, the target density are
plotted in red, and the adaptive proposal probabilities are plotted in blue, at iteration 1,(a); 50,(b); and
200,(c) respectively.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Banana shaped example, learned proposal distributions and partitions at iteration 1000,(a);
10000,(b); 100000,(c) respectively. Darker color indicated high density.
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